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ABSTRACT 

This document lists the proposed modifications to the MCenter beamline (both primary and 
secondary) to allow transport of 120 GeV beam into MC7.  Along with each modification are the 
anticipated effects and a brief discussion.  An overview of the engineering run is included at the 
end of the document. 
 
 
Modification 
Insert MC2PIN 
Effect 
Reduce primary beam intensity beyond MC2PIN 
Discussion 
MC2PIN will reduce the primary beam intensity to a rate safe to transport into MC7.  The 
intensity will be measured at MC6IC.  MC6PIN will also reduce the divergence of the beam.  The 
divergence will be calculated using measurement from the upstream profile monitors. 
 
Modification 
Removal of MC6TGT 
Effect 
Remove loss/production point at MC6 
Discussion 
Removing MC6TGT allows beam to be transported beyond this point without interaction.  This 
eliminates the loss point at MC6TGT; it also eliminates any halo due to interaction with the 
target. 
 
Modification 
Run MC6D at 120 GeV 
Effect 
Allow 120 GeV beam to be transported through the secondary beamline 
Discussion 
MC6D is the momentum selection dipole string for the secondary beamline.  By setting the 
string to 120 GeV, the primary beam will pass cleanly though the secondary beamline and into 
MC7. 
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Modification 
Run beam into MC7 
Effect 
(none anticipated) 
Discussion 
No effect is expected before the beam absorber; beam will be cleanly transported.  Beam will 
be absorbed by the MC7 target/absorber.  Because the beam rate will be decreased to offset 
the energy increase, no change in radiological conditions are anticipated. 
 
 
 
Overview of Engineering Run 
1.  Tune up beamline at (nominal) 64 GeV. 
2.  Insert MC2PIN.  Measure intensities on MC1SEM and MC6IC.  Record profiles.  Verify 
reduction in intensity.  If an acceptable intensity cannot be achieved, the Engineering Run will 
not proceed beyond this step. 
3.  Access MC6 and remove MC6TGT. 
4.  Set MC6D to 120 GeV setting.  (MC6D will already have been verified to run at 120 GeV.) 
5.  Record profiles on MC7 profile monitors. 
*.  At this point, the Engineering Run is successfully completed. 
6.  Return beamline to nominal 64 GeV mode. 
 


